
From  To Changes to take note of

Moulmein Road Newton Road Keep to the left of the right-turn lanes when turning into Thomson Road, 
  before taking the left-turn slip road towards Newton Road.

 Thomson Road (towards PIE)  Keep to the right lane when turning into Thomson Road and travel straight.

 Thomson Road (towards City) No change. You can still take the left-turn slip road to get to Thomson Road. 

Thomson Road (from City) Thomson Road (towards PIE) Keep to the lanes on the left to allow you to travel straight towards PIE.

 Newton Road Take the left-turn slip road towards Newton Road.

 Moulmein Road No change. You can still keep to the right-turn lanes to go to Moulmein Road. 

Newton Road Thomson Road (towards City) Keep to the right lane when turning into Thomson Road and travel straight.

 Moulmein Road Keep to the left of the right-turn lanes when turning into Thomson Road, 
  before taking the left-turn slip road towards Moulmein Road.

 Thomson Road (towards PIE) No change. You can still take the left-turn slip road to go to Thomson Road.

Thomson Road (from PIE) Thomson Road (towards City) Keep to the lanes on the left to allow you to travel straight towards City. 

 Moulmein Road Take the left-turn slip road towards Moulmein Road.

 Newton Road No change. You can still keep to the right-turn lanes to go to Newton Road.

Remember to plan 
your route. Scan QR 
code to watch the 
video on the changes 
to the traf�c scheme.

Imagine a future where getting to your destination is quicker and greener, with more liveable spaces in your communities for you and your loved ones to enjoy. Introducing 
the North-South Corridor (NSC), Singapore’s longest Transit Priority Corridor that will transform the way people travel between the Northern Region and the City.

The 21.5km long corridor will integrate various travel modes with dedicated bus lanes, cycling trunk routes and pedestrian paths. With these features, many motorists 
and bus commuters will experience faster and smoother travel along this corridor, while pedestrians and cyclists will bene�t from a more connected infrastructure. This 

will bring us closer to our vision of a cleaner and 
greener land transport system that many generations 
can enjoy.

The NSC moves us a step closer to making journeys 
smoother and more connected for all.

Road Reconfiguration
from 18 October 2020 (Sunday)

Scan QR Code 
to check out the video on NSC.

As the NSC tunnels lie directly underneath the 
Thomson road junction with Newton Road and 
Moulmein Road, the junction will be recon�gured 
to facilitate construction works. From 18 October 
2020, the Thomson Road - Newton Road - Moulmein 
Road cross junction will be recon�gured into two 
T-junctions at Newton Road & Thomson Road, and 
Moulmein Road & Thomson Road.

Motorists and pedestrians should take note of 
the changes to the traf�c scheme and follow the 
traf�c and way�nding signs on site to guide you to
your destinations.

Do look out for the changes in the traf�c scheme if 
you are travelling along the affected stretch.

Smoother and More Connected Journeys 
with the North-South Corridor

Artist’s impressions of the NSC.

Current Tra�c Flow

Signalised Pedestrian 
Crossing

Zebra Crossing

New Pedestrian
Overhead Bridges
(to be constructed 
in 2nd Quarter, 2021)

Construction Works

Tra�c Direction

New Tra�c Flow


